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Abstract We show that the knot lattice homology of a knot in an L -space
is equivalent to the knot Floer homology of the same knot (viewed these
invariants as filtered chain complexes over the polynomial ring Z/2Z[U ]).
Suppose that G is a negative definite plumbing tree which contains a vertex
w such that G−w is a union of rational graphs. Using the identification of
knot homologies we show that for such graphs the lattice homology HF−(G)
is isomorphic to the Heegaard Floer homology HF−(YG) of the correspond-
ing rational homology sphere YG .
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1 Introduction

Suppose that G is a negative definite plumbing tree determining the rational
homology sphere YG . Heegaard Floer homology (as it is introduced in [15, 16])
associates to YG a finitely generated F[U ]-module HF−(YG) (where F denotes
the field Z/2Z of two element), which splits according to spinc structures of YG
and also admits an absolute Maslov grading [13]. This F[U ]-module is defined
as the homology of a chain complex CF−(Y ) associated to a Heegaard diagram
of the 3-manifold YG . The definition of the chain complex, in turn, involves
Floer theoretic constructions for symplectic manifolds and Lagrangians in them
associated to the Heegaard diagram of YG . In particular, the boundary map of
the chain complex counts certain pseudo-holomorphic disks in high-dimensional
symplectic manifolds.
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In [7] Némethi defined an invariant of negative definite plumbing graphs which
is computed as the homology of a chain complex associated to the graph in
a purely combinatorial manner. As it was shown in [7], the resulting lattice

homology HF−(G) captures interesting information about singularities with
resolution graph G. Heegaard Floer homology and lattice homology share a
number of common properties. The algebraic structures of the two theories
are similar, both satisfy certain exact triangles ([2, 9, 16]), and for certain
plumbings it is easy to verify that the two homologies are, in fact, isomorphic
F[U ]-modules [7].

As a further common property, both theories admit refinements for knots in
3-manifolds [11, 17]. This refinement on the Heegaard Floer side is defined for
a pair (Y,K) of a knot K ⊂ Y in the 3-manifold Y , and admits the shape of
a filtration A on the chain complex CF−(Y ) computing the Heegaard Floer
homology HF−(Y ). (At least this is the case for 3-manifolds with b1(Y ) = 0.)
In lattice homology, the knots are of a special type. They are specified by a
tree Γv0 with a distingushed vertex v0 such that G = Γv0 − v0 is a negative
definite plumbing tree. Once again, the invariant is a pair (CF−(G), A), where
CF−(G) is the chain complex associated to the background plumbing graph G
computing the lattice homology, while A is a filtration on this F[U ]-module.
(For more about these refinements see [11, 17], the discussion below and also
the beginning paragraphs of Sections 2 and 3.)

It is natural to expect that the two homology theories are isomorphic for all
negative definite plumbing trees of spheres. Indeed, such isomorphisms have
been already verified for a number of families of graphs, cf. [7, 11, 12]. Such
an isomorphism provides a convenient description of the important 3-manifold
invariants HF−(YG) — at least for these special 3-manifolds.

In the present paper we show that the filtered chain complexes in the two
theories for specific graphs Γv0 are filtered chain homotopic, and resting on
this result we extend the family of plumbing trees/forests for which the two
theories produce isomorphic homology groups. The types of graphs for which
these ideas apply will be specified below.

In order to state our results, we need to consider a few definitions, notions
and constructions. Suppose that Γv0 is a tree with a distinguished vertex v0 ,
and all further vertices of Γv0 admit some integral framing. As before, let G
denote the plumbing graph Γv0 − v0 . As a plumbing graph, G actually gives
rise to a surgery presentation of the plumbed 3-manifold YG : replace each
vertex by an unknot, link two unknots if and only if the corresponding vertices
are connected by an egde in G, and decorate the unknots with the integers
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attached to the corresponding vertices. After performing the surgeries on the
unknots corresponding to the vertices of G (with the given framing), we get the
3-manifold YG and the vertex v0 defines a knot K = Kv0 in YG . The plumbing
graph G also determines a simply connected 4-manifold XG we get by plumbing
disk bundles over spheres together according to G, and K ⊂ ∂XG = YG .

Suppose that the plumbing tree G is negative definite. Denote the homology
class in the plumbed 4-manifold corresponding to the vertex vi of the graph by
Ei . According to [1] there is a nonzero element Z =

∑
i ni · Ei ∈ H2(XG;Z)

with the property that ni are all nonnegative integers, for every i we have
Z · Ei ≤ 0, and for any other Z ′ =

∑
i n

′
iEi with the same properties ni ≤ n′i

holds for every i . (The dot product is computed using the intersection matrix
MG on H2(XG;Z).)

Definition 1.1 The plumbing graph G is rational if for the class Z =
∑

i niEi
discussed above, the equality

(
∑

i

niEi)
2 = 2

∑

i

ni +
∑

i

niE
2
i − 2

holds. (This condition is equivalent to requiring that the geometric genus
p(Z) = 1

2 (Z
2 +K · Z) + 1 of the class Z vanishes.)

For a simple algorithm deciding whether a graph is rational, see Remark 3.2.
(For further, more analytic characterizations of rationality, see for example
[5].) Following [6] we say that the negative definite plumbing tree G is almost

rational if there is a vertex w in G with the property that by decreasing the
framing on w sufficiently we get a rational graph. The main result of the paper
is the following theorem:

Theorem 1.2 Suppose that Γv0 is a tree/forest with a distinguished vertex
v0 , G = Γv0 − v0 is negative definite, and each of its components is rational.
Then the filtered chain complex (CF−(G), A) of Γv0 in lattice homology is
filtered chain homotopy equivalent to the filtered complex (CF−(YG), A) of the
pair (YG,Kv0) in Heegaard Floer homology.

As a simple corollary we get the following:

Corollary 1.3 The knot lattice homology of a knot in S3 is equal to the knot
Floer homology of the same knot.
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Remark 1.4 The knots produced by the above construction are quite special.
It can be shown that if v0 is a leaf and G = Γv0 −v0 represents S3 , then G can
be sequentially blown down, and therefore the knot represented by the vertex
v0 is an iterated torus knot. If v0 is not a leaf, then Γv0 can be presented as
the connected sum of other graphs with the distinguished vertex being a leaf,
and hence the knot corresponding to v0 in the general case is the connected
sum of certain iterated torus knots.

As a further corollary we verify the following result:

Theorem 1.5 Suppose that G is a negative definite plumbing tree with the
property that it admits a vertex w such that all the components of G−w are
rational graphs. Then the lattice homology HF−(G) of G is isomorphic (as a
Maslov-graded F[U ]-module) to the Heegaard Floer homology HF−(YG) of the
3-manifold YG defined by G.

Notice that every almost rational graph (in the sense of [7]), and so in particular
evey graph with one bad vertex is considered by the above theorem. For such
graphs the stated isomorphism was already proved by Némethi [7] — indeed,
the result for almost rational graphs will be used in the proof of our theorem.
Theorem 1.5, however, applies to many more graphs, among which we can find
type-k graphs for arbitrary k . (Recall [12] that a plumbing graph is said to
be of type-k if we can find k vertices {vi1 , . . . , vik} on which we can change
the framings {mi1 , . . . ,mik} in such a way that the resulting graph is rational.)
For similar results see also [7, 10, 11].

Acknowledgements: PSO was supported by NSF grant number DMS-0804121.
AS was supported by OTKA NK81203, by ERC Grant LDTBud, by Lendület

program and by the Institute for Advanced Study. ZSz was supported by NSF
grants DMS-0603940, DMS-0704053 and DMS-1006006.

2 Heegaard Floer homology

We start our discussion by briefly recalling the relevant notions and construc-
tions of Heegaard Floer homology. For a thorough discussion the reader is
advised to consult [15, 16, 17, 21].

Suppose that K ⊂ Y is a given knot, and for simplicity assume that Y is a
rational homology sphere, i.e. b1(Y ) = 0. Consider a doubly pointed Heegaard
diagram DK = (Σ, α , β , w, z) compatible with (Y,K). Let Tα (and Tβ ,
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respectively) denote product tori ×g
i=1αi (and ×g

i=1βi , resp.) in the g -fold
symmetric product Symg(Σ) of the genus-g surface Σ. The diagram D =
(Σ, α , β , w) (and a spinc structure s) gives rise to a chain complex CF−(D, s)
over F[U ] , which is naturally a subcomplex of CF∞(D, s) = CF−(D, s) ⊗F[U ]

F[U−1, U ] . For both cases the generators of the modules are given by the
intersection points Tα ∩Tβ in Symg(Σ), and the boundary map counts certain
pseudo-holomorphic disks in this symmetric product (after fixing appropriate
almost complex structure on it). Since Y is a rational homology sphere (and
so, in particular, all spinc structures are torsion), the chain complexes come
with absolute Maslov gradings [13], taking values in Q . The boundary map of
the complex decreases this grading by one (and therefore the Maslov grading
descends to the homologies), while multiplication by U decreases the Maslov
grading by two. Indeed, since Y is a rational homology sphere, for a fixed spinc

structure s the F[U ]-module HF−(Y, s) = H∗(CF
−(D, s), ∂−) has the algebraic

structure of a sum of F[U ] with a finitely generated U -torsion module. The
Maslov grading of the generator of the free part is called the d-invariant d(Y, s)
of the underlying spinc 3-manifold (Y, s). Our present grading conventions on
HF− are different from those from [13]: according to our present conventions,
the generator of HF−(S3) ∼= F[U ] has Maslov grading equal to 0, rather than
−2. However, the d invariants are the same.

We use the further basepoint z of DK to equip the module CF−(D, s) by the
Alexander grading A , inducing the Alexander filtration on CF−(D, s). At first
glance the theory only provides a relative Alexander grading on CF−(D, s) for a
fixed spinc structure s . For a rational homology sphere, however, these gradings
can be coordinated for the various spinc structures, and by requiring a global
symmetry we get an absolute lift, which induces the filtration we considered
above. The Alexander grading in general is not assumed to be integer valued.
Nevertheless, for every spinc structure s there is a rational number is ∈ [0, 1)
with the property that for any generator x with spinc structure s the Alexander
grading A(x) is congruent to is mod 1. Multiplication by U decreases the
Alexander grading by 1.

Notice that the filtered chain complex (CF−(D, s), A) naturally gives rise to
the doubly filtered chain complex (CF∞(D, s), j, A) where (CF∞(D, s), j, A) is
naturally an F[U−1, U ]-module and the filtration j measures the negative of
the exponent of U . In particular

{x ∈ CF∞(D, s) | j(x) ≤ 0}

is naturally isomorphic to CF−(D, s).
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The double filtration allows us to consider the following subcomplexes:

B(s) = {x ∈ CF∞(D, s) | j(x) ≤ 0},

Ci(s) = {x ∈ CF∞(D, s) | A(x) ≤ i},

Ai(s) = Ci(s) ∩B(s) = {x ∈ CF∞(D, s) | j(x) ≤ 0, A(x) ≤ i}.

There are natural embeddings ψ = ψi(s) : Ai(s) → Ai+1(s), v = vi(s) : Ai(s) →
B(s) and h = hi(s) : Ai(s) → Ci(s). The map φ = φi+1(s) : Ai+1(s) → Ai(s) is
defined by composing the multiplication-by-U map with the natural embedding.
(The rational number i above is congruent to is ∈ [0, 1).)

The doubly filtered chain complex, and in particular the subcomplexes defined
(and the maps considered) above can be conveniently used to describe a chain
complex computing Heegaard Floer homology for any surgery along K [20, 22].
(In the following we will concentrate exclusively on integral surgeries.)

Before stating the theorem connecting the filtered chain complexes and Hee-
gaard Floer homolgies of surgeries, we introduce the following notation. Sup-
pose that s is a given spinc structure on Y . Let s[K] denote the spinc

structure we get by twisting s with the Poincare dual of [K] . In particu-
lar, c1(s[K]) = c1(s) + 2PD[K] . (If K is null-homologous, then s = s[K] .)
More generally, for any integer n ∈ Z the spinc structure sn[K] is given by ap-
plying the previous construction |n|-times, using [K] for positive n and −[K]
for negative n .

For the following theorem, it is useful to use a completed version of Hee-
gaard Floer homology, HF−(Y ). This can be defined as the homology of
CF−(Y ) ⊗F[U ] F[[U ]] , where F[[U ]] denotes the ring of formal power series in
U . There are corresponding completions B(s), Ai(s), and Ci(s) of B(s),
Ai(s), and Ci(s) respectively. The maps φ,ψ, v and h naturally extend to
these completions.

Theorem 2.1 ([20]) Let Yp(K) denote the result of some integer surgery
along K and fix a spinc structure t on Yp(K) . Suppose furthermore that
b1(Yp(K)) = 0. Then there are rational numbers i and α , a spinc structure
s ∈ Spinc(Y ) (depending on p and t) and chain maps Nn : Ci+α·n(sn[K]) →
B(s(n+1)[K]) such that the chain complexes

At =

∞∏

n=−∞

Ai+α·n(sn[K])

Bt =

∞∏

n=−∞

B(sn[K])
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and the map f : At → Bt defined on the component Ai+α·n(sn[K]) as vi+αn +
Nn ◦ hi+αn provide a mapping cone MC(At,Bt, f) with the property that its
homology is isomorphic to HF−(Yp(K), t) .

In the above theorem one needs to use the completed version of the theory once
p > 0 is allowed. (In fact, we will use this result for sufficiently large positive
integer p .) On the other hand, as our next lemma shows, for torsion spinc

structures the two theories (before and after the above completion) determine
each other. Indeed, let C be a free chain complex of free chain complex over
F[U ] with finitely generated homology. A Maslov grading on C is a grading
with values in Q with the property that the differential drops the grading by 1
and multiplication by U drops it by 2. The following is a standard algebraic
fact:

Lemma 2.2 Let C be a free, Maslov-graded chain complex over F[U ] , with
finitely generated homology. Let C[[U ]] denote its completion, thought of as
a chain complex over F[[U ]] . Then, the homology of C and the homology of
C[[U ]] contain the same information; in particular, if C and C ′ are two finitely-
generated, Maslov-graded chain complexes and H∗(C[[U ]]) ∼= H∗(C

′[[U ]]) , then
H∗(C) ∼= H∗(C

′) .

Proof By standard homological algebra, H∗(C) is a direct sum of finitely
many cyclic modules, each of which inherits a (rational) Maslov grading. It
follows that H∗(C) has the following form:

H∗(C) ∼= F[U ]n0 ⊕
k⊕

i=1

(F[U ]/Uni).

But in this case,

H∗(C[[U ]]) ∼= F[[U ]]n0 ⊕
k⊕

i=1

(F[U ]/Uni),

concluding the argument.

Recall that the rational homology sphere Y is called an L-space if HF−(Y, s)
is isomorphic to F[U ] for every spinc structure s ∈ Spinc(Y ). With a slight
extension of the results of [19] (where surgeries along certain knots in S3 were
examined) we get the following:

Theorem 2.3 Suppose that Y is an L-space, and K ⊂ Y is a knot such that
there is a sufficiently large positive integer p with the property that Yp(K)
(p-surgery on K ) is also an L-space. Then,
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(1) H∗(B(s)) = H∗(Ci(s)) = H∗(Ai(s)) = F[U ] for every spinc structure s

on Y .

(2) The map ψi(s)∗ induced by the embedding of Ai(s) into Ai+1(s) is mul-
tiplication by Udi(s) with di(s) ∈ {0, 1}.

(3) The maps vi(s)∗ and hi(s)∗ (induced by the maps vi(s) and hi(s) on
homology) are multiplications by Uai(s) and U bi(s) for some nonnegative
integers ai(s), bi(s) , respectively.

(4) If di(s) = 0 then ai(s) = ai+1(s) and bi(s) = bi+1(s)−1, while if di(s) = 1
then ai(s) = ai+1(s) + 1 and bi(s) = bi+1(s) .

(5) Finally, for all i, j large enough ai(s) = 0 and b−j(s) = 0.

Proof Since H∗(B(s)) is isomorphic to HF−(Y, s) and Ci(s) is chain homo-
topic to B(sK) by the map N encountered in Theorem 2.1, our assumption on
Y determines the first two of the three homologies of the first claim. For the
computation of the third homology we invoke the fact that for p large enough
the surgery provides an L-space, hence H∗(Ai(s)) cannot contain any U -torsion
submodules. Indeed, by Lemma 2.2 a U -torsion submodule in H∗(Ai(s)) im-
plies the existence of a U -torsion submodule in H∗(Ai(s)), but such submod-
ules are in ker v∗ and ker h∗ , eventually giving rise to nontrivial U -torsion
in the homology of the mapping cone MC(At,Bt, f). This, however, contra-
dicts the assumption that Yp(K) is an L-space (implying, by Lemma 2.2, that
HF−(Yp(K), t) = F[[U ]] for all spinc structure).

The fact that H∗(Ai(s)) is equal to F[U ] then follows from the fact that the em-
bedding v induces an isomorphism on homologies with F[U−1, U ]-coefficients,
and H∗(CF

∞(Y, s)) = F[U−1, U ] : it shows that H∗(Ai(s) ⊗F[U ] F[U
−1, U ]) =

F[U−1, U ] , implying H∗(Ai(s)) = F[U ] . This observation concludes the proof
of (1).

For (2) consider now the two maps ψ = ψi(s) : Ai(s) → Ai+1(s) and φ =
φi+1(s) : Ai+1(s) → Ai(s), where the latter is the natural embedding after
multiplication by U . Obviously the composition is simply multiplication by
U , hence it induces the same map on homologies. Therefore the induced maps
ψ∗ and φ∗ are either multiplications by 1 or by U , in such a way that their
product is multiplication by U . This concludes the proof of the claim about
di(s).

Considering the maps v∗ and h∗ over F[U−1, U ] , we get isomorphisms, therefore
these induced maps are nonzero with F[U ]-coefficients. Since both maps are
between two copies of F[U ] , the third claim follows.
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By taking the commutative triangle involving H∗(Ai(s)),H∗(Ai+1(s)) and H∗(B(s)),
the claimed change of ai(s) immediately follows. Similarly, the commutative
square involving H∗(Ai(s)),H∗(Ai+1(s)),H∗(Ci(s)) and H∗(Ci+1(s)), together
with the multiplication by U map from Ci+1(s) to Ci(s) (inducing an isomor-
phism on homology) verifies the claim about bi(s).

Finally, if the monotone sequences {ai(s)}, {b−j(s)} stabilize on any other value,
Theorem 2.1 would produce homologies which are not finitely generated F[[U ]]-
modules, contradicting basic properties of Heegaard Floer homology groups.
This observation proves (5) and concludes the proof of the theorem.

Using information about the results of surgeries on K , and by applying The-
orem 2.1 we get additional information about the exponents ai(s), bi(s) and
di(s).

Lemma 2.4 The quantity min{ai(s), bi(s)} can be determined from the Hee-
gaard Floer homology of Yn(K) for n ∈ Z large enough in absolute value and
from a suitably chosen spinc structure on it.

Proof Indeed, for |n| large enough and an appropriate choice of the spinc

structure t on Yn(K), the mapping cone computing HF−(Yn(K), t) involves
the maps vi : Ai(s) → B(s) and hi : Ai(s) → Ci(s), together with some other
similar maps, for which one of the exponents ai+α·n or bi+α·n is equal to 0.
Therefore those parts can be contracted when computing the homology, and
we are left with the complex g : F[[U ]] → F[[U ]] ⊕ F[[U ]] , where g maps the
generator of the domain into (Uai(s), U bi(s)). The homology of this complex is
isomorphic to F[[U ]]⊕F[U ]/(Um) with m = min{ai(s), bi(s)}, hence the F[[U ]]-
module structure of the resulting homology recovers min{ai(s), bi(s)}.

There is a further property of the mapping cone considered in Theorem 2.1,
which we state presently and will use in our subsequent argument. Notice that
in the notation of Theorem 2.1, there is a natural map of the chain complex
B(sn[K]) (computing the homology group HF−(Y, sn[K]) into the mapping cone
MC(At,Bt, f) by embedding B(sn[K]) into the subcomplex Bt of the map-
ping cone. The resulting composition therefore gives a map ϕ : B(sn[K]) →
MC(At,Bt, f), inducing a map ϕ∗ : HF−(Y, sn[K]) → HF−(Yp(K), t). For the
next statement recall that a 4-dimensional spinc cobordism (W,u) between the
spinc 3-manifolds (Y1, s1) and (Y2, s2) induces a map FW,u : HF

−(Y1, s1) →
HF−(Y2, s2) and a corresponding map FW,u : HF−(Y1, s1) → HF−(Y2, s2) on
the completed theories. This map is defined on the chain complex level by
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appropriately counting certain holomorphic triangles in the symmetric product
Symg(Σ), see [18].

Proposition 2.5 ([20, 22]) The map ϕ∗ described above is equal to the map
FWp(K),u induced on the Heegaard Floer homology groups by the spinc cobor-
dism (Wp(K),u) where

• the 4-dimensional cobordism Wp(K) is defined by the surgery (viewed as
a 4-dimensional 2-handle attachment), and

• the spinc structure u is given by the property that it restricts as sn[K]

and t on the boundary components Y and Yp(K) of Wp(K) , and its first
Chern class takes the value i+α·n on the generator of H2(Wp(K);Z) .

As a map induced by a 4-dimensional spinc cobordism, ϕ∗ has a well-defined
degree shift. (Recall that since Y and Yp(K) are assumed to be rational ho-
mology spheres, all spinc structures on them are torsion, and therefore the
Heegaard Floer homology groups admit absolute Maslov gradings.) By [13]
this quantity is equal to

1

4
(c21(u)− 3σ(Wp(K))− 2χ(Wp(K)). (2.1)

This expression then provides us a way to control the difference ai(s) − bi(s).
Indeed, suppose that g generates the homology H∗(Ai(s)), and it has Maslov
grading µ(g). Then the boundary map in the mapping cone (pointing to B(s))
maps it to an element of Maslov grading µ(g)− 1. This element (in H∗(B(s))
is equal Uai(s) -times the generator of H∗(B(s)). The generator of H∗(B(s)),
however, in the mapping cone has Maslov grading

d(Y, s) +
1

4
(c21(u)− 3σ(Wp(K))− 2χ(Wp(K)),

since in HF−(Y, s) the Maslov grading of the generator is by definition equal
to d(Y, s) and the map FWp(K),u shifts degree by the quantity given in Equa-
tion (2.1). In conclusion, for the Maslov grading µ(g) of the generator g ∈
H∗(Ai(s)) we get that

µ(g) = −2ai(s) + d(Y, s) +
1

4
(c21(u)− 3σ(Wp(K))− 2χ(Wp(K))− 1. (2.2)

The same argument, now applied to the map Ai(s) → B(s[K]) gives

µ(g) = −2bi(s) + d(Y, s[K]) +
1

4
(c21(u

′)− 3σ(Wp(K))− 2χ(Wp(K))− 1. (2.3)

Subtracting Equation (2.2) from Equation (2.3) we arrive to the following con-
clusion:
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Theorem 2.6 The difference ai(s)− bi(s) is equal to

1

2
(d(Y, s) − d(Y, s[K])) +

1

8
(c21(u)− c21(u

′))

where the spinc structures u,u′ on the cobordism Wp(K) are determined by
the spinc structures s and s[K] on Y , by t on Yp(K) and by the values i and
i+ α of c1(u), c1(u

′) on the generator of H2(Wp(K);Z) .

2.1 The connected sum formula

By taking the connected sum of the pairs (Y1,K1) and (Y2,K2) in the points of
K1 and K2 , we get the connected sum (Y1#Y2,K1#K2). As it was shown in
[22, Theorem 5.1], the chain complex CF−(Y1#Y2, s1#s2) is the tensor prod-
uct of the chain complexes CF−(Y1, s1) and CF−(Y2, s2) (over F[U ]), and the
Alexander grading A# on the connected sum is simply the sum of the Alexander
gradings of the individual Alexander gradings A1, A2 :

A#(x⊗ y) = A1(x) +A2(y).

In a similar manner, the doubly filtered chain complexes of (Yi,Ki) (for i = 1, 2)
determine the doubly filtered chain complexes of the connected sum (Y1#Y2,K1#K2).

3 Lattice homology

With some modifications, the results proved in the previous section can be
verified in the lattice homology setting as well. We go through the statements
and arguments below.

We start by a short recollection of lattice homology and knot lattice homology.
(For more details, see [7, 11]). Lattice homology was introduced by Némethi
[7], and it associates an algebraic invariant to a negative definite plumbing
graph. For simplicity suppose that G is a negative definite plumbing tree/forest
on the vertex set V = Vert(G), giving rise to the plumbing 4-manifold XG

and its boundary 3-manifold YG . Then the F[U−1, U ]-module CF∞(G), freely
generated by the pairs [K,E] with K ∈ H2(XG;Z) characteristic and E ⊂
V admits a natural j -filtration (by the negative of the exponent of U ) and
a boundary map ∂ such that the subcomplex CF−(G) = {x ∈ CF∞(G) |
j(x) ≤ 0} computes the lattice homology HF−(G) of G. (For the definition
of the boundary map see [7, 11].) The chain complex splits according to the
spinc structures of G (or, equivalently, of YG ), and the homology HF−(G, s)
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of CF−(G, s) for a spinc structure s ∈ Spinc(YG) further splits according to
the δ -grading of CF−(G, s) given for a generator [K,E] by the cardinality |E|
of E :

HF−(G, s) = ⊕
|V |
i=0HF−

i (G, s).

The chain complex comes with an absolute Maslov grading which descends to
a Maslov grading on the homologies, having the property that multiplication
by U is of degree −2. The formula for this grading gr for a generator [K,E]
reads as follows:

gr([K,E]) = 2g[K,E] + |E|+
1

4
(K2 + |V |), (3.1)

where g[K,E] = min{
∑

u∈I K(u) + (
∑

u∈I u)
2 | I ⊂ E}. (Recall that since YG

is a rational homology sphere, the square K2 of K ∈ H2(XG;Q) is well-defined
and K2 ∈ Q .)

The algebraic structure of HF−(G, s) is similar to that of the Heegaard Floer
group of (YG, s): it is a finitely generated F[U ]-module, which is a direct sum
of a free part isomorphic to F[U ] , and a U -torsion part. The Maslov grading
of the generator of the free part is the d-invariant dL(G, s) in lattice homology.

The significance of rationality and almost rationality of a graph G in the present
context comes from the following theorem of Némethi:

Theorem 3.1 (Némethi, [7]) Suppose that G is a negative definite plumbing
tree.

• If G is a rational graph then HF−(G, s) = HF−
0 (G, s) = F[U ] for every

spinc structure s .

• If G is almost rational, then HF−(G, s) = HF−
0 (G, s) , that is, the homol-

ogy is supported in the lowest δ -grading.

• For an almost rational graph G and spinc structure s the lattice ho-
mology HF−(G, s) is isomorphic (as a Maslov graded F[U ]-module) to
HF−(YG, s) .

Remark 3.2 In fact, according to [7] the property that HF−(G, s) = F[U ] for
every spinc structure does characterize rational graphs. We will not use this
direction of Némethi’s result in our subsequent discussions.

There is a fairly simple combinatorial algorithm due to Laufer [3], which decides
whether a negative definite tree is rational or not. The algorithm proceeds as
follows. Consider Z1 =

∑
Ei and determine all values of Z1 · Ei . If there is

a product which is at least 2, then the algorithm stops and the graph is not
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rational. If all the products satisfy Z1 ·Ei ≤ 0 then the algorithm stops again,
and the graph is rational. If there is an index i such that Z1 ·Ei = 1, then define
Z2 = Z1+Ei and repeat the previous step with Z2 in the role of Z1 . Iterating
the above procedure we get a sequence of vectors Z1, Z2, . . . . According to [3]
this procedure stops after finitely many steps, and hence determines whether
the graph is rational or not.

Suppose now that Γv0 is a tree with a distinguished vertex v0 , and with fram-
ings on all the other vertices. Assume that the plumbing tree/forest G = Γv0−v0
is a negative definite graph. As it is discussed in [11], in this situation v0 in-
duces a filtration, the Alexander filtration, on CF−(G, s) and on CF∞(G, s),
turning the latter into a doubly filtered chain complex (exactly as we saw it in
the Heegaard Floer setup).

As in the previous section, the doubly filtered chain complex allows us to define
various subcomplexes. Fix a spinc structure s ∈ Spinc(YG). In order to keep
track which theory we are in, we will add a superscript L referring to lattice

homology. Consider therefore the subcomplexes

BL(s) = {x ∈ CF∞(G, s) | j(x) ≤ 0},

CLi (s) = {x ∈ CF∞(G, s) | A(x) ≤ i},

ALi (s) = CLi (s) ∩B
L(s) = {x ∈ CF∞(G, s) | j(x) ≤ 0, A(x) ≤ i}.

(Once again i ≡ is (mod 1), where is ∈ [0, 1) ∩ Q is a rational number at-
tached to the spinc 3-manifold (YG, s).) The important maps are again the
natural embeddings ψLi (s) : A

L
i (s) → ALi+1(s), v

L
i (s) : A

L
i (s) → BL(s) and

hLi (s) : A
L
i (s) → CLi (s). As before, φLi (s) : A

L
i+1(s) → ALi (s) is defined as

the composition of multiplication by U and the natural embedding. Following
similar notations in the Heegaard Floer context, the spinc structure given by
twisting s with n[v0] will be denoted by snv0 .

Theorem 3.3 ([11]) Let G−k(v0) denote the graph we get from Γv0 by attach-
ing framing −k to v0 with k ∈ N in such a manner that the resulting plumbing
graph is negative definite. Fix a spinc structure t on G−k(v0) . Then there are
rational numbers i and α , a spinc structure s ∈ Spinc(G) (depending on k
and t) and chain maps NL

n : CLi+α·n(snv0) → BL(s(n+1)v0) such that the chain
complexes

AL
t
= ⊕∞

n=−∞A
L
i+α·n(snv0)

BL
t
= ⊕∞

n=−∞B
L(snv0)

13



and the map fL : AL
t
→ BL

t
defined on the component ALi+α·n(snv0) as vLi+α·n+

NL
n ◦hLi+α·n provide a mapping cone MC(AL

t
,BL

t
, fL) with the property that its

homology is isomorphic to HF−(G−k(v0), t) . Moreover, the lowest δ -grading
HF−

0 (G−k(v0), t) is supported in the homology of the subcomplex BL
t
.

Remark 3.4 Since we assume both G and G−k(v0) to be negative definite,
in the above theorem we did not need to consider the completed version of the
theory.

The property in the Heegaard Floer discussion of requiring L-space surgery
along the knot K ⊂ Y is now substituted with the following observation.

Lemma 3.5 Suppose that Γv0 has the property that the plumbing graph
G = Γv0 − v0 is rational and connected (i.e. v0 is a leaf). If we equip v0 with
framing −k with k ∈ N large enough, then the resulting plumbing tree G−k(v0)
is almost rational.

Proof Since v0 is a leaf, it is connected to a single vertex w . It is not hard to
see that by decreasing the framing on w sufficiently, we get a rational graph,
concluding the proof. (Cf. the algorithm in Remark 3.2 about verifying that a
graph is rational.)

The following lemma will be useful in the comparison with Heegaard Floer
homology:

Lemma 3.6 Suppose that Γv0 has the property that the plumbing graph
G = Γv0 − v0 is rational and connected (i.e. v0 is a leaf). Then, if we equip
v0 with a framing p for p ∈ N large enough, the three-manifold YGp(v0) is an
L-space.

Proof Let G′ be the graph obtained by decreasing the framing on w by one,
and replacing the edge connecting w and v0 by a string of edges with p − 1
new vertices, all labelled with −2. By simple Kirby calculus, YGp(v0)

∼= YG′ .
Applying Laufer’s algorithm (Remark 3.2), it is easy to see that G′ is a rational
graph. The lemma now follows from Theorem 3.1.

Recall that by Theorem 3.1 the property of being almost rational implies that
the lattice homology of any graph G−k(v0) with sufficiently large k ∈ N is
supported in HF−

0 (G−k(v0)). Assume now that Γv0 has the special property
that v0 is a leaf and G = Γv0 − v0 is a rational graph. The structure theorem
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in this setting has a similar shape as it was described in Theorem 2.3 in the
Heegaard Floer context (although the proof is slightly different).

Theorem 3.7 Suppose that Γv0 is a given tree with one distiguished vertex
v0 such that the plumbing graph G = Γv0 − v0 is a connected, rational graph.
Then

(1) H∗(B
L(s)) = H∗(C

L
i (s)) = H∗(A

L
i (s)) = F[U ] for every spinc structure

s on G.

(2) The map ψLi (s)∗ induced by the embedding of ALi (s) into ALi+1(s) on the

homologies is multiplication by Ud
L
i (s) with dLi (s) ∈ {0, 1}.

(3) The maps vLi (s)∗ and hLi (s)∗ are multiplications by Ua
L
i (s) and U b

L
i (s) ,

respectively, where aLi (s), b
L
i (s) are nonnegative integers.

(4) If dLi (s) = 0 then aLi (s) = aLi+1(s) and bLi (s) = bLi+1(s) − 1, while if
dLi (s) = 1 then aLi (s) = aLi+1(s) + 1 and bLi (s) = bLi+1(s) .

(5) Finally, for all i, j large enough aLi (s) = 0 and bL−j(s) = 0.

Proof By definition BL(s) is chain homotopic to CF−(G, s), hence by our as-
sumption on G it follows from Theorem 3.1 that H∗(B

L(s)) = F[U ] . The map
N encountered in Theorem 3.3 (multiplied with the appropriate U -power) pro-
vides a chain isomorphism between CLi (s) and BL(sv0), hence the assumption
on G also shows that H∗(C

L
i (s)) = F[U ] .

The argument for ALi (s) is slightly more complicated. Any U -torsion of H∗(A
L
i (s))

must be in the kernel of v∗ and h∗ , since their images are in free F[U ]-modules.
From these maps the homology HF−(G−k(v0)) can be computed for any k . By
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.5 these homologies are concentrated on level 0, while
the kernel of vL∗ and hL∗ determine nontrivial subgroups of HF−

>0 . From this
observation we conclude that ALi (s) is a free F[U ]-module. The rank over F[U ]
can be determined using the Universal Coefficient Formula, and the fact that vL∗
provides isomorphisms between ALi (s)⊗F[U ]F[U

−1, U ] and BL(s)⊗F[U ]F[U
−1, U ]

(and HF∞(G, s) = F[U−1, U ] for every negative definite tree G). Therefore
H∗(Ai(s)) is a free F[U ]-module with H∗(Ai(s) ⊗F[U ] F[U

−1, U ]) = F[U−1, U ] ,
implying that H∗(Ai(s)) = F[U ] , concluding the proof of (1).

The nontriviality of the induced maps with F[U−1, U ]-coefficients show that
the U -equivariant maps vL∗ and hL∗ are both nontrivial, and hence are multi-

plications by some U -power Ua
L
i (s) and U b

L
i (s) . The rest of the proof of the

theorem now proceeds exactly as the proof of Theorem 2.3.
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Since knot lattice homology and lattice homology are connected by the same
mapping cone description which connects knot Floer homology and Heegaard
Floer homology, the proof of Lemma 2.4 applies verbatim in the present context,
giving:

Lemma 3.8 The quantity min{aLi (s), b
L
i (s)} can be determined from the lat-

tice homology of G−k(v0) for k ∈ N large enough and from a suitably chosen
spinc structure t on it.

Similar considerations as in the Heegaard Floer context allow us to get infor-
mation about the difference ai(s) − bi(s). As before, in these arguments we
will rely on Maslov gradings. Since no maps induced by cobordisms have been
introduced for lattice homologies (but such maps play an important role in the
proof of Theorem 2.6), we give a slightly modified argument. Below we spell
out the details of the lattice homological counterpart of Theorem 2.6.

Recall that the lattice chain complex CF−(Y, s) admits a Maslov grading. In
the mapping cone construction of Theorem 3.3 the chain complexes Ai(snv0)
and B(snv0) get Maslov gradings from the mapping cone. For these gradings the
maps v, h (as boundary maps) are of degree −1. On the other hand, B(snv0)
is isomorphic as a chain complex to CF−(G, snv0), where the isomorphism is
given in [11, Proposition 5.5]. This isomorphism sends a generator [L,H] in
CF−(G−k(v0)) (with the property that L ∈ H2(XG;Z) characteristic and H ⊂
Vert(G−k(v0)) = Vert(G) ∪ {v0} satisfying v0 6∈ H ) to [L|G,H] . Suppose now
that g is a generator of H∗(Ai(snv0)) = F[U ] , and it is of Maslov grading µ(g).

Since G is a rational graph, we get that the generator of HF−(G, s) can be
represented by sum of pairs of the form [K, ∅] , since lattice homology in this
case is supported in δ -grading 0. According to Equation (3.1), the grading of
such an element is gr([K, ∅]) = 1

4(K
2+ |VG|). On the other hand, the generator

of HF−(G, s) is, by definition, of Maslov grading dL(G, s).

According to [11, Proposition 5.5] the image of [K, ∅] in the mapping cone is
the class represented by [L, ∅] , where L|G = K and L satisfies

1

2
(L(Σ) + Σ2) = i. (3.2)

Here Vert(G−k(v0)) = {v0, v1, . . . , vr} and Σ = v0 +
∑

j>0 aj · vj with the
property that Σ · vj = 0 for all j > 0 and aj ∈ Q . The expression of (3.2)
uniquely defines L by the formula

L(v0) = 2i− Σ2 −K(Σ− v0).
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Now the Maslov grading of [L, ∅] in the mapping cone is equal to 1
4(L

2 +
|VG−k(v0)|), which is obvioulsy equal to

1

4
(L2 −K2) +

1

4
+ dL(G, s).

Therefore the Maslov grading µ(g) for the generator of H∗(Ai(s)) is

1

4
(L2 −K2) +

1

4
+ dL(G, s) − 2aLi (s) + 1.

A similar argument gives that the same Maslov grading µ(g) is equal to

1

4
(L′2 −K ′2) +

1

4
+ dL(G, sv0)− 2bLi (s) + 1,

where [K ′, ∅] now represents a generator of HF−(G, sv0) and L
′ is its extension.

The difference of these two expressions now provides a formula for aLi (s)−b
L
i (s)

in terms of dL -invariants of lattice homology groups of the background G, and
squares of certain characteristic cohomology elements:

Theorem 3.9 With the notations as above, the difference aLi (s) − bLi (s) is
equal to

1

2
(dL(G, s) − dL(G, sv0)) +

1

8
((L2 −K2)− (L′2 −K ′2)).

3.1 The connected sum formula

Suppose that Γv0 and Γ′
v′
0

are two given graphs with distingished vertices v0

and v′0 , respectively. By adding an edge connecting v0 and v′0 to the disjoint
union Γv0 ∪ Γ′

v′o
and then contracting this edge we get a new graph ∆v0=v′0

with the distinguished vertex v0 = v′0 . The background 3-manifolds YG and
YG′ corresponding to Γv0 and Γ′

v′
0

determine the 3-manifold Y corresponding

to D = ∆v0=v′0
− (v0 = v′0) by YD = YG#YG′ . Moreover, the knot Kv0=v′0

in
YD corresponding to the distingushed vertex is isotopic to the connected sum
Kv0#Kv′

0
⊂ YG#YG′ = YD .

It was shown in [11, Section 4] that the lattice homology chain complex CF−(D, s#s′)
is the tensor product of CF−(G, s) and of CF−(G′, s′) over F[U ] , and the
Alexander gradings A and A′ add up to produce the Alexander grading in-
duced by v0 = v′0 on CF−(D, s#s′). Similarly to the Heegaard Floer theory
situation, the same simple derivation provides the doubly filtered chain com-
plexes CF∞(D, s#s′).
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4 Comparing the two theories

Suppose now that Γv0 is a tree with a distinguished vertex v0 such that G =
Γv0 − v0 is a negative definite connected rational graph (in particular, v0 is a
leaf). The corresponding 3-manifold YG is by Theorem 3.1(1) an L-space with
a knot K = Kv0 in it. Since by Lemma 3.6 large enough surgery on the knot
K is also an L-space, both Theorems 2.3 and 3.7 apply to this situation. In
particular, for a fixed spinc structure s on YG (or G) we get the sequences
{ai(s)}, {a

L
i (s)}, {bi(s)}, {b

L
i (s)}, and {di(s)}, {d

L
i (s)}.

Proposition 4.1 Suppose that Γv0 is a tree with a distinguished vertex v0
such that G = Γv0 − v0 is a negative definite connected rational graph (in
particular, v0 is a leaf). Then, for the sequences {ai(s)} = {aLi (s)}, {bi(s)} =
{bLi (s)} hold, and therefore di(s) = dLi (s) for every i ∈ is + Z .

Proof By Theorems 2.3(4) and 3.7(4) the sequences {ai(s)} and {aLi (s)}
determine the sequences {di(s)}, {dLi (s)} respectively (and these sequences
then detemine {bi(s)} and {bLi (s)}), and therefore it is sufficient to verify that
ai(s) = aLi (s) (i ∈ is + Z) to conclude the statement of the proposition.

For the graph G−k(v0) with k ∈ N large enough the lattice homology group
HF−(G−k(v0), t) is isomorphic to HF−(YG−k(v0), t): the graph is almost ra-
tional by Lemma 3.5, hence the isomorphism of the two theories follows from
Theorem 3.1 of Némethi on almost rational graphs. The combination of Lem-
mas 2.4 and 3.8, together with the above isomorphism now implies that

min{ai(s), bi(s)} = min{aLi (s), b
L
i (s)}. (4.1)

In a similar manner, Theorems 2.6 and 3.9 imply that

ai(s)− bi(s) = aLi (s)− bLi (s). (4.2)

Indeed, since G is a rational graph, the lattice homology HF−(G, s) and the
Heegaard Floer homology HF−(YG, s) are isomorphic as Maslov graded F[U ]-
modules, and in particular, the d-invariants d(YG, s) and dL(G, s) are equal
for every spinc structure s ∈ Spinc(YG). Furthermore, the difference L2 −K2

appearing in Theorem 3.9 can be identified with c21(u) of Theorem 2.6, since
the restriction of L to G is equal to K , while on G−k(v0)−G the cohomology
class L is equal to c1(u). Therefore c21(u) is equal to L2 −K2 , and the same
reasoning shows that c21(u

′) = L′2 −K ′2 .

These arguments then verify Equation (4.2), implying (with the use of Equa-
tion (4.1)) that ai(s) = aLi (s), bi(s) = bLi (s), and hence di(s) = dLi (s) for all
i ∈ is + Z , concluding the proof of the proposition.
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Remark 4.2 The assumption that v0 is a leaf is used only through the fact
that G−k(v0) is almost rational (and therefore the proof of Theorem 3.7 is
applicable). Therefore the above identification of ai(s) with aLi (s) (and con-
sequently bi(s) = bLi (s) and di(s) = dLi (s)) follows by the same argument
provided the framings of G = Γv0 − v0 imply that G−k(v0) is almost rational
for k ∈ N large enough.

From this point, a purely algebraic argument about doubly filtered chain com-
plexes will imply that (at least in the special case when v0 is a leaf) the dou-
bly filtered chain complexes in the two theories are filtered chain homotopic.
Although the algebraic considerations here are closely related to the algebraic
lemmas from [19], for the sake of completeness we prefer to give a self-contained
treatment here.

To state the result, we recall some notations from [19]. Suppose that (C, j,A)
is a doubly filtered chain complex over F[U−1, U ] , and denote the associated
bigraded complex by the same triple. (In our application the grading j will be
an integer, while A will be an element of iC+Z with some fixed rational number
iC ∈ [0, 1).) Assume that (C, j,A) has the property that (j(Ux), A(Ux)) =
(j(x) − 1, A(x) − 1) for a bihomogeneous element x ∈ C . In our arguments
only special types of chain complexes will appear. The relevant properties are
spelled out in the following definition.

Definition 4.3 A doubly-filtered complex (C, j,A) over F[U−1, U ] with Malsov
grading M is of knot Floer homology type if:

• The differential drops the Maslov grading by 1.

• Multiplication by U drops the Maslov grading by 2.

• Multiplication by U drops both j and A by one.

• C is filtered chain homotopy equivalent to a finitely generated, free chain
complex over F[U−1, U ] .

View C as an F[U ]-module. We specify subcomplexes of C by specifying
domains in the plane: For R ⊂ R2 the symbol C(R) denotes the subvector
space of C generated by those bihomogeneous elements which have bigradings
in R . If R satisfies the property that for (x1, y1) ∈ R and x2 ≤ x1, y2 ≤ y1
we also have (x2, y2) ∈ R , then C(R) is a subcomplex of C . The subcomplex
C{(x, y) ∈ R2 | x ≤ 0, y ≤ i} is denoted by Ai . The subcomplex C− is
defined to be C({(x, y) | x ≤ 0}), and we get the quotient complex Ĉ of C−

by taking U = 0 in the F[U ]-module C− . Since H∗(C) is finitely generated
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(as an F[U−1, U ]-module), it follows that H∗(Ĉ) is a finite dimensional vector
space over F .

Definition 4.4 A complex of knot Floer homology type (C, j,A) is said to be
of L-space type if the homologies of the subcomplexes

Ai = C({x ∈ C | j(x) ≤ 0, A(x) ≤ i})

are all isomorphic to F[U ] . For such a chain complex the sequences {ai}, {bi}
and {di} can be defined exactly as in Theorems 2.3 and 3.7.

If (C, j,A) is of L-space type, then the embeddings ψi : Ai → Ai+1 and
φi+1 : Ai+1 → Ai (we get by composing the multiplication by U map with
the obvious embedding) induce maps on the homologies which are multiplica-
tions by Udi and U ei+1 respectively. Since the composition φi+1 ◦ψi : Ai → Ai
is multiplication by U , so di + ei+1 = 1 and hence from di, ei+1 ≥ 0 if follows
that di, ei+1 ∈ {0, 1}.

Next we define a model complex of L-space type. For that matter fix rational
numbers {q, α1, . . . , αn, β1, . . . , βn+1} with the following properties:

• αi ≡ αj (mod 2Z) for all i, j ∈ 1, . . . n ,

• βi ≡ βj (mod 2Z) for all i, j ∈ 1, . . . n+ 1,

• α1 ≡ β1 + 1 (mod 2Z), and

• βi > αi > βi+1 for i = 1, . . . , n .

The model complex of L-space type C(q, α1, . . . , αn;β1, . . . , βn+1) is defined
as follows. The generators (over F[U−1, U ]) of the complex are {x1, . . . , xn}
and {y1, . . . , yn+1}. The Alexander and Maslov values of these generators are
defined as follows:

• for k = 1, . . . , n , j(xk) = 0,

• for k = 1, . . . , n , A(xk) = αk ,

• for k = 1, . . . , n M(xk) = q − 2
∑k

ℓ=1(βℓ − αℓ) + 1;

• for k = 1, . . . , n+ 1, j(yk) = 0,

• for k = 1, . . . , n+ 1, A(yk) = βk , and

• for k = 1, . . . , n+1 M(yk) = q−2
∑k−1

ℓ=1 (βℓ−αℓ). (In particular, M(y1) =
q .)

We equip C(q, α1, . . . , αn;β1, . . . , βn+1) with the differential

∂xk = Uβk−αkyk + yk+1

∂yℓ = 0
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for k = 1, . . . , n and ℓ = 1, . . . , n+ 1. It is easy to check that

Lemma 4.5 The complex C(q, α1, . . . , αn;β1, . . . , βn+1) is a chain complex of
L-space type.

Definition 4.6 A complex of knot Floer homology type is called minimal if
the differential on its associated graded complex vanishes.

Lemma 4.7 Every chain complex of knot Floer homology type is filtered chain
homotopy equivalent to a minimal one.

Proof We can assume without loss of generality that C is finitely generated.
Now, the homology of the associated graded object C ′ is a module of free
F[U−1, U ]-modules. Let C ′ be the chain complex gotten from C by taking the
homology of its associated graded object, equipped with its induced differential.
It is easy to see that C ′ is chain homotopy equivalent to C .

After these preparations, we are now ready to describe the proposition which
will be the key ingredient in identifying knot Floer homology and knot lattice
homology.

Proposition 4.8 Let (C, j,A) be a filtered chain complex of L-space type.
Then, (C, j,A) is homotopy equivalent to one of the model complexes of L-
space type C(q, α1, . . . , αn;β1, . . . , βn+1) . Indeed, the parameters which deter-
mine the model are uniquely specified by:

• 2n+ 1 = #{i
∣∣di 6= di−1}

• Consider the sequence γ1, . . . , γ2n+1 , arranged in decreasing order, for
which dγi 6= dγi−1 . For i = 1, . . . , n + 1, define βi = γ2i−1 , and for
i = 1, . . . , n , define αi = γ2i .

• Define q to be the Maslov grading of of the generator of H∗(C(H)) =
H∗(C

−) ∼= F[U ] .

Proof By Lemma 4.7, we can assume without loss of generality that C is
minimal. Our aim is to show that this minimal C is equal to the model
C(q, α1, . . . , αn;β1, . . . , βn+1).
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Let us concentrate on the chain complex (C, j,A). The group at bigrading
(0, i) can be determined by an iterated mapping cone; i.e. the following 2× 2-
complex:

Ai+1
φi+1

−−−−→ Ai

ψi

x
xψi−1

Ai
φi

−−−−→ Ai−1

There are two natural projection maps from this iterated mapping cone which

we will consider. The first one is the projection to the mapping cone Ai
ψi−→

Ai+1 . This gives a model for the connecting differential from C({j = 0, A =

i}) → C({j = 0, A < i}). The other projection maps to Ai
φi
−→ Ai−1 . This

gives a model for the connecting differential from C({j = 0, A = i}) → C({j <
0, A = i}). (Here, again, φi is defined as the composition of multiplication by
U followed by the natural embedding.)

We can take the homology of the 2× 2 complex to get a new associated graded
object:

H∗(Ai+1)
(φi+1)∗
−−−−−→ H∗(Ai)

(ψi)∗

x
x(ψi−1)∗

H∗(Ai)
(φi)∗
−−−−→ H∗(Ai−1).

Using the fact that the composites (φi+1)∗ ◦(ψi)∗ = U and (ψi−1)∗ ◦(φi)∗ = U ,
we can rewrite the above square as:

H∗(Ai+1) ∼= F[U ]
U1−di

−−−−→ F[U ] ∼= H∗(Ai)

Udi

x
xUdi−1

H∗(Ai) ∼= F[U ]
U1−di−1

−−−−−→ F[U ] ∼= H∗(Ai−1).

It is not hard to see that the homology of this square is the trivial group if
di−1 = di and is equal to F if di−1 6= di . Indeed, those results imply that the
same is true for the group H∗(C({j = 0, A = i}).

Since di, di−1 ∈ {0, 1}, there are two subcases where the homology is non-
trivial. The first subcase is where di−1 = 1 and di = 0, in which case the
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mapping cone looks like:

H∗(Ai+1) ∼= F[U ]
U

−−−−→ F[U ] ∼= H∗(Ai)

1

x
xU

H∗(Ai) ∼= F[U ]
1

−−−−→ F[U ] ∼= H∗(Ai−1).

In this case, we immediately see that both H∗(C{j = 0, A < i}) = H∗(C{j <
0, A = i}) = 0. Moreover, we see that the homology of C({j ≤ 0, A = i}) is
supported in j = 0. This means that, under the map in the long exact sequence
of homologies induced by the short exact sequence

0 −−−−→ C({j < 0, A = i}) −−−−→ C({j ≤ 0, A = i}) −−−−→ C({j = 0, A = i}) −−−−→ 0,

the group H∗(C({j ≤ 0, A = i})) maps isomorphically onto H∗(C({j = 0, A =
i}).

The second subcase is where di−1 = 0 and di = 1, in which case the mapping
cone looks like:

H∗(Ai+1)
1

−−−−→ H∗(Ai)

U

x
x1

H∗(Ai)
U

−−−−→ H∗(Ai−1),

and in this case we have that H(C{j = 0, A < i}) = F , and indeed, the
connecting homomorphism associated to the short exact sequence

0 −−−−→ C({j = 0, A < i}) −−−−→ C({j = 0, A ≤ i}) −−−−→ C({j = 0, A = i}) −−−−→ 0

induces an isomorphism H∗(C({j = 0, A = i})) ∼= H∗(C({j = 0, A < i})), and
H∗(C({j = 0, A ≤ i})) = 0.

Notice first of all that for i large enough the embedding Ai → Ai+1 induces
isomorphism on homologies, hence for i large enough di = 0. Similarly, for
small enough (negative, large in absolute value) i we get ei+1 = 0 and so
di = 1. This shows that whenever di = 0 and di−1 = 1, the corresponding i
is equal to some βk , while for i with di = 0 and di−1 we get αk . The above
homological computations then show that Uβk−αkyk and yk+1 both appear
with non-zero multiplicity in ∂xk , and indeed

∂xk = yk+1 + Uβk−αkyk + Lk, (4.3)

where Lk is of lower order in the following ways:

• any non-zero term U jym in Lk with A(U tym) = A(xk) has j > βk −αk ,
and
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• any non-zero term ym (with j = 0) in Lk has A(ym) = βm < βk+1 .

Equation (4.3) (and the convention that Maslov grading drops by 1 under the
differential and by 2 under U -multiplication) suffices to identify the Maslov
gradings of the generators of C with the corresponding generators of the model.

As an F[U ]-module, C splits into two summands (which are switched by the
differential): the part in Maslov grading q (mod 2) (more concretely, the part
generated over F[U ] by the yk ’s), and the part in grading 1 + q (mod 2) (i.e.,
the part generated by the xk ’s). We call the first part the part in even parity,
and the second the part in odd parity.

Equation (4.3) immediately implies that ∂ is injective on the part with odd
parity, since by Equation (4.3) ∂xk = yk+1 plus terms with higher U -powers
in them (i.e. with j > 0). We claim that this property ensures that ∂yk = 0.
Indeed, observe that ∂yk is a cycle in C({j < 0, A < A(yk)}), with odd parity.
Since the differential is injective on the part with odd parity, we conclude that
∂yk = 0.

It remains to verify that ∂xk has exactly the two stated term, i.e. that Lk = 0.
This follows from a more careful look at the Maslov gradings. Specifically,
according to the grading formulas, it is easy to see that if k < ℓ , then M(yk) <
M(yℓ) and M(Uβkyk) < M(Uβℓyℓ). Now, consider a possible term U tym in
∂xk . If m > k + 1, then M(U tym) < M(ym) < M(yk+1) = M(xk)− 1, so the
Maslov degree of U tym is too small for it to appear in ∂xk . If m < k , then
observe that

A(U tym) = βm − t ≤ A(xk) = αk,

which in turn implies

M(U tym) =M(U t−βm+αkUβm−αkym)

≤ 2(αk − βm − t) +M(Uβm−αkym)

< M(Uβk−αkyk) =M(xk)− 1.

Thus, the terms with m < k and with Alexander grading ≤ A(xk) also have too
small Maslov grading to appear in ∂xk . This line of reasoning ensures that ∂xk
consists of the two stated terms, i.e. Lk = 0. This completes the identification
of (C, j,A) with the model complex C(q, α1, . . . , αn;β1, . . . , βn+1).

The combination of Proposition 4.1 and 4.8 then readily implies the following

Corollary 4.9 Suppose that G = Γv0 − v0 is a rational tree. If v0 ∈ Γv0 is
a leaf then the doubly filtered chain complex (CF∞(YG, s), j, A) in Heegaard
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Floer homology and (CF∞(G, s), j, A) in lattice homology are filtered chain
homotopic for any spinc structure s ∈ Spinc(YG) .

Proof By Theorems 2.3 and 3.7 both the knot Floer complex of (YG,Kv0)
and the knot lattice complex of Γv0 are of L-space type. According to Proposi-
tion 4.1 the corresponding sequences {di(s)} and {dLi (s)} are equal, hence the
model complexes determined by these sequences are equal for the two cases.
Since by Proposition 4.8 the complexes are filtered chain homotopic to the
models described by the statement of the proposition, the statement of the
corollary follows at once.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 Corollary 4.9 verifies the statement of the theorem in
case v0 is a leaf. Consider now the case when v0 is not a leaf. This means that
Γv0 is the connected sum of a number of trees/forest, all with distinguished
vertices, and in which the distinguished vertices are leaves. For those graphs
Corollary 4.9 verifies the isomorphism between the two theories, and for Γv0
then the connected sum formulae of Subsections 2.1 and 3.1 imply the statement
of the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1.5 Consider the graph Γw we get from G by erasing the
framing of w . In order to show that HF−(G) and HF−(YG) are isomorphic, it
is enough to show that

• the doubly filtered chain complex in the knot lattice homology of the
vertex w in Γw , and the doubly filtered chain complex in the knot Floer
homology of the knot K = Kw in YΓw−w are filtered chain homotopic,
and

• the maps Nn and NL
n in the mapping cone constructions of the two

theories are equal.

The first issue is exactly the content of Theorem 1.2. The second one follows
from the fact that Nn (and similarly NL

n ) is a chain isomorphism between
Ci(s) and B(s[K]) (and between CLi (s) and BL(sv0), resp.), and since the
homologies of all these chain complexes are isomorphic to F[U ] , the maps Nn

(and similarly NL
n ) are uniquely determined, hence are necessarily equal. This

observation then concludes the proof of the theorem.
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